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WHAT IS A

“It's been 2 months since my provisional treatment and there isn’t almost anything I cannot eat. In the past I had to restrict myself,
now I have to constantly remind myself that I can enjoy all kinds of food.”
 

Ron Jones, International Patient

TESTIMONIAL 

INTERNATIONAL
MEDICAL
CERTIFICATIONS:

In Costa Rica, healthcare with the highest 
standards, natural beauty, and talent come 
together to offer the best services to the rest of 
the world. Dental medicine and dental care are 
part of the medical offer that the country makes 
available to thousands of patients every year.

Crown lengthening is a surgical technique that 
involves reshaping the gum contour so that the 
visible surface of the tooth is larger.

Procedures 30% to 50% less 
expensive than in the United States.
Source: PROCOMER

Third most popular destination for 
Americans seeking medical and dental 
procedures.
Source: PROCOMER

Second country in Latin America in 
English proficiency.
Source: EF English Proficiency Index

45% of international patients receive 
dental services.
Source: PROCOMER

We have more than 4778 active 
dentists.
Source: PROCOMER
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Having the dental work I needed in Costa Rica is probably one of the best healthcare decisions I've made in recent decades.”

Paul Wright

TESTIMONIAL 

Dentists with international and first level training 
offer both health and aesthetic services in
Costa Rica. They mix talent with the latest 
technology and advanced techniques, offering 
treatments sought by thousands of people 
around the world every year. Teeth whitening is a treatment used to remove blemishes 

and discolorations in the tooth surface. The most 
common treatment is performed with gel applied directly 
to the teeth. This gel contains hydrogen peroxide, and 
the dentist uses specialized light or laser to activate it 
and generate a more effective whitening outcome.

WHAT IS 
TEETH WHITENING?

FEATURES
Procedures 30% to 50% less expensive 
than in the United States.
Source: PROCOMER

Third most popular destination for 
Americans seeking medical and dental 
procedures.
Source: PROCOMER

Second country in Latin America in 
English proficiency.
Source: EF English Proficiency Index

45% of international patients receive 
dental services.
Source: PROCOMER

We have more than 4778 active dentists.
Source: PROCOMER

INTERNATIONAL
MEDICAL
CERTIFICATIONS:



El blanqueamiento dental es un tratamiento utilizado 
para eliminar manchas y decoloraciones en la 
superficie de los dientes. El tratamiento más común es 
el realizado con gel aplicado directamente en los 
dientes, este gel contiene peróxido de hidrógeno y el 
odontólogo utiliza luz especializada o laser para 
activarlo y permitir que el blanqueamiento sea más 
efectivo.

¿QUÉ ES UN 
BLANQUEAMIENTO 
DENTAL?

PORCELAIN VENEERS
COSTA RICA, WHERE ART
AND HEALTH MEET
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“The treatment I got is called full upper arch rehabilitation, which included veneers and dental crowns. This treatment would have been extremely
expensive in Canada or the US. In Costa Rica, it cost me much less, so I was able to afford tickets, transportation, food, lodging, and entertainment,
without mentioning I stayed for a nice 10 day vacation in paradise, watching beautiful birds and monkeys.”

TESTIMONIAL 

WHAT IS A
PORCELAIN VENEER?

The talent of our dentists is accompanied by the 
best preparation. In Costa Rica we have more 
than 4,000 active dentists, a large majority of 
which have received training in state-of-the-art 
medical centers in the United States and Europe. A porcelain veneer is a thin cover, designed to be set 

over the tooth to improve its appearance.
They are used to change the color, shape, size, and 
length of the pieces, making them stronger and more 
durable.

INTERNATIONAL
MEDICAL
CERTIFICATIONS:

FEATURES
Procedures 30% to 50% less expensive 
than in the United States.
Source: PROCOMER

Third most popular destination for 
Americans seeking medical and dental 
procedures.
Source: PROCOMER

Second country in Latin America in 
English proficiency.
Source: EF English Proficiency Index

45% of international patients receive 
dental services.
Source: PROCOMER

We have more than 4778 active dentists.
Source: PROCOMER

Brenda Basinger, International Patient


